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25 channel quality or background sound, this approach brings gains in speaker diarization performance 26 thanks to the diversity of acoustic conditions found in broadcast news. 27
The last part of this paper describes some ongoing works carried out by the CLIPS and LIA laboratories 28 and presents some results obtained since 2002 on speaker diarization for various corpora. 29 Ó 2005 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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34
The design of efficient indexing algorithms to facilitate the retrieval of relevant information is 35 vital to provide easy access to multimedia documents. Until recently, indexing audio-specific 36 documents such as radio broadcast news or the audio channel of video materials mostly con-37 sisted of running automatic speech recognizers (ASRs) on the audio channel in order to extract 38 syntactic or higher level information. Text-based information retrieval approaches were then ap-39 plied to the transcription issued from speech recognition. The transcription task alone repre-40 sented one of the main challenges of speech processing during the past decade (see the 41
DARPA workshop proceedings at Darpa speech recognition evaluation workshop) and no spe-42 cific effort was dedicated to other information embedded in the audio channel. Progress made in 43 broadcast news transcription (Kim et al., 2003; Nguyen and Xiang, 2004) shifts the focus to a 44 new task, denoted ''Rich Transcription'' (NIST- RTÕ03S, 2003) , where syntactic information is 45 only one element among various types of information. At the first level, acoustic-based infor-46 mation like speaker turns, the number of speakers, speaker gender, speaker identity, other 47 sounds (music, laughs) as well as speech bandwidth or characteristics (studio quality or tele-48 phone speech, clean speech or speech over music) can be extracted and added to syntactic infor-49 mation. At the second level, information directly linked to the spontaneous nature of speech, 50 like disfluencies (hesitations, repetitions, etc.) or emotion is also relevant for rich transcription. 51
On a higher level, linguistic or pragmatic information such as named entity or topic extraction 52 for instance is particularly interesting for seamless navigation or multimedia information retrie-53 val. Finally, some types of information extraction relevant to document structure do not fall 54 exactly into one category; for example, the detection of sentence boundaries can be based on 55 acoustic cues but also on linguistic ones. 56
This paper concerns information extraction on the first level described above. It is mainly 57 dedicated to the detection of speaker information, such as speaker turns, speaker gender, and 58 speaker identity. These speaker-related tasks correspond to speaker segmentation and clustering, 59
also denoted speaker diarization in the NIST rich transcription (RT) evaluation campaign 60 terminology. 61
The speaker diarization task consists of segmenting a conversation involving multiple speakers 62 into homogeneous parts which contain the voice of only one speaker, and grouping together all 63 the segments that correspond to the same speaker. The first part of the process is also-called 64 speaker change detection while the second one is known as the clustering process. Generally, 65 no prior information is available regarding the number of speakers involved or their identities. Best results for the speaker diarization task in the NISTÕ02 speaker recognition evaluation. 
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143 and integration of a priori knowledge into a speaker diarization system. Finally, concluding re-144 marks are made in Section 6. 145 2. Speaker diarization approaches
146
Two different speaker diarization systems are proposed in this paper and described in the next 147 sections. They were developed individually by the CLIPS and LIA laboratories in the framework 148 of the ELISA consortium . The CLIPS system relies on a 149 classical step-by-step strategy. It involves a distance based detector strategy (Delacourt and Wel-150 kens, 2000) followed by a hierarchical clustering. This approach will be denoted as step-by-step 151 strategy in the rest of this paper. The second system developed by the LIA follows an integrated 152 strategy. It is based on a HMM and will be denoted as integrated strategy in this paper.
153
As illustrated in Fig. 1 , both systems use an acoustic macro-class segmentation as a preliminary 154 phase. During this acoustic segmentation, the signal is first divided into four acoustic classes 155 according to different conditions based on gender and wide/narrow band detection. Then, the 156 (CLIPS and LIA) diarization systems are individually applied on each isolated acoustic class. Fi-157 nally, the four resulting segmentation outputs are merged and consolidated through a re-segment 158 at ion phase. The separate application of the speaker diarization systems on each acoustic class as-159 sumes that a particular speaker is associated with one of them only. Nevertheless, the re-segmen-160 tation process allows to question the relationship between a speaker and a unique acoustic class. 161
Both diarization approaches and acoustic segmentation were developed independently before 162 investigating different strategies for combining the systems. Therefore, the settings of each of 163 them, like acoustic features or learning methods, may differ but come from experiments conducted 164 over a common development corpus (see Section 4.1). 
166
Segmenting an audio signal into acoustic classes was mainly introduced to assist ASR systems 167 within the special context of broadcast news transcription (Hain and Woodland, 1998; Woodland, 168 2002; Gauvain et al., 2002) . Indeed, one of the first objectives of acoustic segmentation was to 169 provide ASR systems with an acoustic event classification to discard non-speech signal (silence, 170 music, commercials) and to adapt ASR acoustic models to some particular acoustic environments, 171 like speech over music, telephone speech or speaker gender. Many papers were dedicated to this 172 particular issue and to the evaluation of acoustic segmentation in the context of the ASR task. 173 However, acoustic segmentation may be useful for other tasks linked to broadcast news corpora, 174 although this is rarely discussed in the literature. In this sense, one of the aims of this work is to 175 investigate the impact of acoustic segmentation when it is applied as prior segmentation for speak-176 er diarization. 177
Speech/non-speech detection is useful for the speaker diarization task in order to avoid music 178 and silence portions being automatically labeled as new speakers. This is particularly true in the 179 context of the NIST-RT evaluation in which both miss and false alarm speech errors are taken 180 into account for the speaker diarization scoring. 181 Moreover, an acoustic segmentation system can be designed to provide a finer classification. 182 For example, gender and frequency band detection may introduce a priori knowledge in the diar-183 ization process. In this paper, the prior acoustic segmentation is done at three different levels:
184 Speech/non-speech. 185 Clean speech/speech over music/telephone speech (narrow band). 186 Male/female speech. 187 188 2.1.1. Hierarchical approach 189
The system relies on a hierarchical segmentation performed in three successive steps as illus-190 trated in The signal is characterized by 39 acoustic features computed every 10 ms on 25 ms Hamming-217 windowed frames: 12 Mel frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCC) augmented by the normalized 218 log-energy, followed by the delta and delta-delta coefficients. The choice of parameters was 219 mainly guided by the literature (Hain and Woodland, 1998) . 220
All the models mentioned in the previous section are diagonal Gaussian mixture models 221 (GMMs), trained on the 1996 HUB 4 broadcast news corpus. The NS and MixS models are char-222 acterized by 1 and 512 Gaussian components respectively, while the other models are character-223 ized by 1024 Gaussian components. All these parameters have been chosen empirically following 224 a set of experiments not reported here. 225 2.2.
Step-by-step speaker diarization
226
The CLIPS system is a state-of-the-art system based on the speaker change detection followed 227 by a hierarchical clustering. The number of speakers involved in the conversation is automatically 228 estimated. The system uses the acoustic macro-class segmentation described in Section 2.1. The 229 CLIPS diarization is applied individually on every acoustic class as explained in Section 2 and 230 the results are merged at the end. The next subsections will provide a detailed description of every 231 module of the system. 
Step one: speaker change detection 233
The goal of the speaker change detection is to cut the audio recording into segments contain-234 ing only the speech of one single speaker. The purpose of the speaker change detection is to 235 find some audio signal discontinuities that will help us distinguish between two consecutive 236 speakers. Those segments will be used as input data for the clustering module. A distance based 237 approach (Delacourt and Welkens, 2000; Chen and Gopalakrishnan, 1998) is used, implying 238 here the GLR. Given two acoustic sequences X and Y we test whether they were produced 239 by the same Gaussian model (the same speaker) M XY or by two different models (two different 240 speakers) M X and M Y . This question can be answered using the following GLR ratio, 241 where
245 A high value of R GLR means that the ''two-model hypothesis'' is more likely than the ''one-model 246 hypothesis''. The first two terms of R GLR is the log-likelihood of the ''two-model hypothesis'' and 247 the last term is the log-likelihood of the ''one-model hypothesis''. A GLR curve is extracted from 248 1.75-s adjacent windows that move along the audio signal. The window size must be small enough 249 to contain only one speaker and large enough to obtain a reliable model. The two windows ad-250 vance frame by frame. Mono-Gaussian models with diagonal covariance matrices are used to 251 build the GLR curve. The maximum peaks of the curve are the most likely speaker change points. 252 A threshold is then applied on the GLR curve to find speaker changes. The threshold is tuned so 253 that over-segmentation (more speaker changes detected) is provided, as we prefer to detect more 254 segments (which can be further merged by the clustering process) rather than miss speaker 255 changes (which will never be recovered later). The threshold is computed using the mean value 256 of the current curve. Thus, it adapts itself from one file to another. 257 Another system was presented at the NISTÕ02 speaker recognition evaluation with a priori seg-258 mentation using fixed length segments (0.75 s). It gave approximately the same performance while 259 being 3 times slower due to the uniform segmentation that leads to far more segments as input of 260 the clustering module. 261 2.2.2.
Step two: clustering 262
Now that we have detected the speaker changes, the segments obtained must be grouped (clus-263 tered) by speaker. The CLIPS clustering uses a hierarchical bottom-up algorithm. A clustering 264 algorithm generally relies on two important elements: the distance between classes and the stop 265 criterion. The distance used is the GLR distance and the stop criterion is the estimated number 266 of speakers. The GLR distance is the GLR ratio (see Eq. (1)) computed between classes rather 267 than consecutive windows. Another difference is that the models used are no longer mono-Gauss-268 ian as in the speaker change detection but GMMs. 269
First, a diagonal 32 GMM background model is trained on the entire file using a classical EM 270 algorithm. We need a background model to compensate for the lack of data for each speaker. The 271 advantage of using a background model trained on the current file is that it is always suited for the 272 current task. A more complex background model (e.g., 512 GMM diagonal) trained on external 273 data could perform better but makes the speaker diarization system data dependent (the system 274 would work only on the type of data used to train the background model). The size of the model is 275 a good compromise between complexity and performance: beyond 32 Gaussian components 
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276 we only gain about 0.5% absolute diarization error rate (DER) but we increase the execution 277 time. 278 Segment models are then trained using a linear MAP adaptation (see Meignier et al., 2001 , for 279 more details on the linear MAP adaptation) of the background model (means only). GLR dis-280 tances are then computed between models and the closest segments are merged at each step of 281 the algorithm until N segments are left (corresponding to N speakers detected in the 282 conversation). 283
The number of speakers N is estimated as described in the next section. The clustering is done 284 individually on each acoustic macro-class (namely male/wide, female/wide, male/narrow and fe-285 male/narrow) and the results are merged in the end. 286 2.2.3.
Step three: estimating the number of speakers 287
The algorithm that estimates the number of speakers is based on the penalized BIC (Schwarz, 288 1978) . 289 At first, the number of speakers is limited to between 1 and 25. The upper limit usually depends 290 on the recording size. 291 We select the number of speakers (N sp ) that maximizes
294 where M is the model composed of the N sp speaker models, N X is the total number of speech 295 frames involved, m is a parameter that depends on the complexity of the speaker models and k 296 is a tuning parameter empirically set at 0.6. In our case (32 diagonal GMM), m is equal to 64 297 (2 times 32) times the number of acoustic features. The first term is the overall log-likelihood 298 of the data. The second term is used to penalize the complexity of the model. We need the second 299 term because the log-likelihood of the data increases with the number of models (speakers) in-300 volved in the calculation of L(X|M). 301 Let X i and M i be the data and the model of speaker i respectively. The model is obtained by 302 MAP adaptation of the background model over the speaker data as in the previous section. If 303 we make the hypothesis that data X i depends only on the speaker model M i then we can prove 304 that the overall log-likelihood of the data becomes
307 Results concerning the estimation of the number of speakers will be presented in Section 4. 308 2.2.4. System specifications 309 The signal is characterized by 16 MFCC computed every 10 ms on 20 ms windows using 310 56 filter banks. Then we add the energy parameter. The choice of the number of filters is due 311 to the fact that we work on wide-band data (broadcast news). No frame removal nor 312 coefficient normalization is applied. The parameterization is the same for all system modules 313 of this step-by-step diarization system, but is different from that of the integrated speaker 314 diarization system and the acoustic segmentation, which were all developed separately in 315 different places. (Fig. 3) . In this iterative ap-321 proach, both the segmentation and the speaker models are used at each step and are re-evaluated at 322 the next step. During the diarization process, the speakers are detected and added one by one at 323 each iteration. This is the reason why we have named this diarization method integrated approach. 324
The speaker diarization system relies on the acoustic macro-class segmentation described in 325 Section 2.1. It is applied separately on each of the acoustic classes detected (e.g., male/wide, fe-326 male/wide, male/narrow and female/narrow). Finally, the separate speaker diarization outputs 327 are merged followed by a re-segmentation process, described in Section 2.4. 328 2.3.1. Speaker diarization process 329
During the diarization, the HMM is generated using an iterative process which detects and adds 330 a new state (i.e., a new speaker) at each iteration. The speaker detection process is performed in 331 four steps (Fig. 4) . An example for a two speaker show is given in Fig. 5 .
332
Step 1 -Initialization. A first speaker model S 0 is trained on the whole show (broadcast news show for instance). The segmentation is modeled by a one-state HMM and the whole signal is assigned to speaker S 0 . At the beginning of the iterative process, S 0 represents all the speakers of the show. At the end of the process, once all the speakers have been detected (the n À 1 first speakers) and their segments associated with, S 0 should represent a unique speaker, the last one (the nth speaker). 
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egies have been tested, involving either the speaker or UBM models. The selection method described here produces the best accuracy in terms of purity of the segments and of speaker diarization error. 351
Step 3 -Adapting speaker models. This phase allows the detection of the segments belonging to a new speaker S x and the reallocation of the data between all the speakers. First, all the speaker models are adapted according to the current segmentation. Then, Viterbi decoding produces a new segmentation. The adaptation and decoding tasks are performed while the segmentation differs between two successive adaptation/decoding phases. Two segmentations are different when at least a frame is assigned to two different speakers. 357 Step 4 -Speaker model validation and assessment of the stopping criterion. The likelihood of the previous solution and the likelihood of the current solution are computed using the current HMM model (for example, the solution with two speakers detected and the current solution with three speakers detected). In order to compare the likelihoods of both solutions, the previous one is rescored using the associated HMM where a non-emitting state is added (i.e., the transition probabilities are set to the same values for both HMM). The stopping criterion is reached when no gain in terms of likelihood is observed or when no more speech is left to initialize a new speaker. 365 366
During the development, experiments show that two heuristics help to minimize the speaker 367 diarization error 368 The first one removes the current speaker if the total time of the segments allocated to that 369 speaker is less than 4 s. Moreover, the 3-s region used for its initialization is never re-employed 370 in the step 2 and the process continues with the segmentation of the previous iteration. 371 The second one discards the previous speakers from the segmentation if the length of their seg-372 ments is lower than the current one. This rule, which forces the detection of the longest speaker 373 first, is closely related to the evaluation metric used in NIST campaigns where it is more impor-374 tant to find the longest speaker segments than the shortest ones. The system specifications are set empirically on a development corpus (see Section 4.1). The 378 next paragraphs give some details on the parameterization of the signal, the speaker model adap-379 tation and the HMM. The best subset of S0 is used to learn S2 model, a new HMM is built
S0 is trained on the whole test utterance, S0 models all the speakers of the show
Steps 2: adding the new speaker
S0
The best subset of S0 is used to learn S1 model, a new HMM is built
Step 3: Adapting speaker models
Training + Viterbi

Training + Viterbi S0
S1
Step 4 : Speaker model validation, assessment of the stopping criterion S0 S1
Training + Viterbi
No gain observed, the adaptation of the S1 model is stopped S0 S1
Best 2 speakers indexing Best one speaker indexing A gain is observed, a new speaker will be added Iteration 1 : speaker S1
Iteration 2: speaker S2
No gain observed, the adaptation of the S2 model is stopped
Best 2 speakers indexing
No gain is observed, the process stops and return the 2 speaker indexing Best 3 speakers indexing S0 S1 S0 S0
S1
According to the subset selected, this indexing is obtained S0 S0 S1
S0 S1
S2 S0 S1
S2
According to the subset selected, we obtain this indexing
t t t t t t t t t t t t t t
Step 1: initialization The UBM is trained with a classical EM algorithm based on the ML principle on a subset of 389 1996 HUB 4 broadcast news corpus. The UBM learning set is composed of both male and female 390 data and both wide-and narrow-band data. Variance flooring is applied during the training so 391 that variance for each Gaussian is no less than 0.5· the variance of the corresponding UBM 392 Gaussian. A sliding CMS is applied on each training data set before learning; the sliding window 393 is 3 s long. The CMS is performed in order to remove the influence of the various channels (due to 394 the high number of speakers and records in the UBM corpus). Moreover, preliminary experiments 395 have shown an improvement of the speaker diarization accuracy when the UBM features were 396 normalized. 397
The adaptation scheme is based on a variant of MAP developed by the LIA (Meignier  398 et al., 2001 ). The relative weights of the UBM and the estimate data result from a combi-399 nation of the UBM and estimated speaker Gaussian weights (respectively w UBM i
; w E i for the 400 Gaussian i) and a priori weights (respectively a, 1 À a). The mean i of the speaker model is 401 obtained by
404 Experimentally, a is fixed to 0.2 for the UBM. This setting corresponds to the value that mini-405 mizes the speaker diarization error over the development corpus. 411 Each transition probability, a i,i (from state S i to state S i ) is equal to an a-priori value g. 412 Each transition probability, a i,j (from state S i to state S j ) is equal to
415 with i 6 ¼ j and n is the number of states (i.e., speakers). 416 417 In this paper, the g value is set to 0.6. This setting corresponds to the value that minimizes the 418 speaker diarization error over the development corpus. 426 The process can be run iteratively but has shown that it degrades the 427 performance. 428
The ELISA re-segmentation stage is also based on a Viterbi decoding (similar to the ''Adap-429 ting speaker models'' step, described in Section 2.3.1). Firstly, the four gender-and channel-430 dependent segmentations are merged by simply pooling the segmentations (there is no overlap 431 between sub-segmentations). Secondly, the speaker-model adaptation and Viterbi decoding are 432 performed iteratively. At the end of each iteration, the speakers with less than 4 s of signal are 433 removed. 434
During the re-segmentation process, the parameters are similar to those used for the E-HMM 435 clustering process, except for the model training method. In this case, the classical mean-only 436 MAP adaptation is performed to obtain speaker models (Gauvain and Lee, 1994; Reynolds 437 et al., 2000) instead of the variant MAP technique proposed by the LIA and described in Section 438 2.3.2. The adaptation rate of the means is controlled by the relevant factor 439 which is experimentally set at 16. Moreover, a tiny gain is obtained over the development corpus 440 when the HMM emission probability score rate is reduced from 0.3 to 0.2 s since this reduction 441 helps to refine the boundaries of the output segmentation.
3. Fusion of systems
443
Since the NIST 2002 evaluation, CLIPS and LIA have investigated different strategies for com-444 bining the systems. In this paper, only strategies for broadcast news data are described.
1 Basically, 445 the aim of these strategies is to benefit from the advantages of both speaker diarization ap-446 proaches, described in previous sections. Two kinds of strategy are proposed: firstly, a hybridiza-447 tion strategy and secondly, merging various segmentation outputs. The latter is a new way of 448 combining results coming from multiple and unlimited diarization systems. 
450
The purpose of this hybridization strategy is to use the results of one system to initialize a sec-451 ond one. In this paper, the speakers detected by the step-by-step system (number of speakers and 
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452 associated audio segments) are inserted in the re-segmentation module of the integrated system 453 (the models are trained using the information provided by the clustering phase) as illustrated in 454 Fig. 6 . This solution associates the advantages of longer and (quite) pure segments, provided 455 by the step-by-step approach, with the HMM modeling and decoding power of the integrated 456 strategy. 
458
The aim of the ''fusion'' system consists of using the segmentation outputs issued from as many 459 experts as possible. For example, in this paper the total number of experts is four (see Fig. 7 ): the 460 step-by-step system, the integrated system, a variant of the integrated system, and the ''piped'' sys-461 tem (see Section 3.1). The merging strategy relies on a frame-based decision which consists of 462 grouping the labels proposed by each of the systems at the frame level. 468 This label merging method generates (before re-segmentation) a large set of potential speakers. 469 The re-segmentation module of the integrated system can be applied on the merged diarization. 470 Between each adaptation/decoding phase, the potential speakers for whom total time is shorter 
506
The speaker diarization performance is evaluated by comparing the hypothesis segmentation, 507 given by the system, with the reference segmentation provided by NIST. This reference segmen-508 tation was generated by hand according to a set of rules described in NIST-RTÕ03S (2003) and 509 NIST (2003) . 510
The evaluation metric is based on the NIST speaker diarization metric defined in the NIST-511 RTÕ03S evaluation plan (NIST-RTÕ03S, 2003). It is called the diarization metric, and expressed 512 in terms of diarization error rate (DER). It takes three kinds of error into account (named SE, 513 MisE, FaE, respectively in the next sections) 514 A speaker error defined below (SE). 515 A missed speaker error relative to a misclassification of speech segments as non-speech seg-516 ments (MisE). 517 A false alarm speaker error relative to a misclassification of non-speech segments as speech seg-518 ments (FaE).
519 To compute the speaker error, the scoring algorithm optimally maps the reference speakers to the 520 hypothesis speakers. Each reference speaker is mapped onto one hypothesis speaker at most and 521 conversely each hypothesis speaker is mapped onto one reference speaker at most. The mapping 522 maximizes the overlap in duration between all pairs of reference and hypothesis speakers. The 523 speaker error is finally expressed as the duration of non-matching zones between reference and 524 hypothesis segments. 525 Concerning the gender-and bandwidth-misclassification errors, they are measured at a frame 526 level by comparing the hypothesis classification with the reference segmentation proposed by 527 the authors HandS/NS -Gender -T/NT. 
529
This section presents the evaluation protocol used to measure the impact of the acoustic macro-530 class segmentation when combined with speaker diarization and discusses the experimental results 531 obtained in this framework. Different levels of acoustic segmentation granularity are evaluated on 532 both speaker diarization systems: 
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533 Speech/non-speech classification only (S/NS). This segmentation corre sponds to the first level 534 of the acoustic macro-class segmentation described in Section 2.1. 535 Segmentation based on speech/non-speech and gender detection (S/NS-Gender). This segmen-536 tation is obtained by merging all the labels GS-XX, GSM-XX, GDS-XX and GT-XX yielded by 537 the acoustic macro-class segmentation (see Fig. 2 ) in a single XX label where XX represents 538
either Ma or Fe. 539 Segmentation based on speech/non-speech, gender and telephone/non-telephone speech 540 detection (S/NS-Gender-T/NT). NT segmentation is obtained by merging all the GS-XX, 541 GSM-XX, and GDS-XX (see Fig. 2 ) in a single NT-XX label where XX represents either 542
Ma or Fe. 543 Segmentation based on speech/non-speech, gender and telephone/clean speech/speech over 544 music/degraded speech (S/NS-Gender-T/S/MS/DS). In this segmentation, all the labels yielded 545
by the third level of the acoustic macro-class segmentation system are used (see Fig. 2 ).
546 For comparison purposes, speaker diarization results based on the reference acoustic macro-class 547 segmentation, Hand S/NS-Gender-T/NT, are also presented.
548 4.3.1. Intrinsic performance of acoustic macro-class segmentation 549 Table 3 provides the performance of the acoustic macro-class segmentation on both RTÕ03S-550 Dev and RTÕ03S-Eva corpora. Some details about the amount of data for each targeted class 551 are reported in Table 4.  552 The speech/non-speech segmentation error is around 4.9% (in terms of duration) compared to 553 4.4% for the best system during the NIST-RTÕ03S evaluation campaign (NIST). The gender detec- Table 3 Classification error rates made by the acoustic macro-class segmentation system on the RTÕ03S-Dev and RTÕ03S-Eva sets according to the different classes available on the audio material (speech, non-speech, gender and telephone/nontelephone)
Corpus
Classification error rate (%) 
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554 tion error goes from 1.5% for the RTÕ03S-Dev set at 5.5% for the RTÕ03S-Eva set. As said in the 555 description of the corpora, the reference segmentation provided by NIST does not include tele-556 phone/non-telephone information. Therefore, the accuracy of the acoustic segmentation system 557 for the telephone and non-telephone classification is evaluated using reference boundaries marked 558 by the authors (HandS/NS -Gender -T/NT): less than 0.1% for the RTÕ03S-Dev corpus and 3% 559 for the RTÕ03S-Eva. This section presents the experimental results obtained when applying different levels of acous-562 tic macro-class segmentation prior to the speaker diarization systems (integrated and step-by-step 563 methods). Experiments are conducted on ELISA-Dev and ELISA-Eva corpora. 564 Table 5 provides the results obtained individually by each speaker diarization system before 565 applying the re-segmentation step described in Section 2.4 whereas Table 6 provides the results 566 obtained after the re-segmentation step. Three kinds of observation may be pointed out through 567 these results, expressed in terms of missed speaker error rate (MiE), false alarm speaker error rate 568 (FaE), speaker error rate (SE) and diarization error rate (DER): 569 (a) Concerning the corpora (ELISA-Dev and ELISA-Eva), a large variation in terms of perfor-570 mance may be observed between the speaker diarization systems depending on the corpus used. 571
Indeed, the performance of the integrated system drastically decreases on ELISA-Eva corpus 572 compared with ELISA-Dev (e.g., from 14.8% to 27.3% for S/NS-Gender-T/NT acoustic seg-573 mentation) while the step-by-step system performance remains quite steady whatever the corpus 574 used. Table 5 Error rates, expressed in terms of missed speaker (MiE), false alarm speaker (FaE), speaker (SE) and diarization speaker (DER) error rates (%), obtained by each speaker diarization system before applying the re-segmentation step when combined with different levels of acoustic macro-class segmentation 
The manual acoustic macro-class segmentation gives the best overall DER, although this in 576 part is due to the MiE and FaE components being zero. Similarly, a large improvement of the 577 integrated approach results is obtained with the speech/non-speech, gender and telephone/non-578 telephone segmentations (S/NS-Gender-T/NT), especially on ELISA-Eva corpus, without (from 579 26.9% to 18.1%) and with (from 26.5% to 14.1%) the re-segmentation phase. On ELISA-Dev 580 corpus, this improvement is more visible after the re-segmentation phase (from 15.5% to 581 12.8%) than before the re-segmentation for which only a small drop is observed (from 15.4% 582 to 15.1%). On the other hand, even if some improvement can be noticed for the step-by-step 583 system, the gain is minor. In fact, it is only really visible after the re-segmentation phase (from 584 18.8% to 17.4% on ELISA-Dev and from 15.4% to 13.7% on ELISA-Eva). Finally, no improve-585 ment is seen (and in some cases, even a performance loss occurs) when the most detailed acous-586 tic segmentation (S/NS-Gender-T/S/MS/DS) is involved. It can be noticed that this loss of 587 performance becomes quite important without the re-segmentation phase. 588 (c) Applying the re-segmentation step leads to the best performance in most of the cases. This 589 demonstrates its interest while coupled with both speaker diarization strategies.
590 Comparing all the different levels of segmentation granularity (note (b)), the S/NS-Gender-T/NT 591 segmentation seems the most helpful for the speaker diarization task, especially for the integrated 592 approach. This point is particularly visible for the ELISA-Eva corpus for which 20% of speech 593 time (shared among 2 shows over the 3 available in the corpus) is telephone speech against 594 7.7% only for ELISA-Dev corpus (mainly present in 1 show over the 6 available). 595
The difference of behaviors in terms of performance (note (b)) between the two speaker diariza-596 tion systems may be directly linked to the strategies involved for each of them. It seems reasonable 597 that the step-by-step approach especially the speaker turn detection step intrinsically behaves as an Table 6 Error rates, expressed in terms of missed speaker (MiE), false alarm speaker (FaE), speaker (SE) and diarization speaker (DER) error rates (%), obtained by each speaker diarization system after applying the re-segmentation step when combined with different levels of acoustic macro-class segmentation The error rate is extracted from the CLIPS NIST-RTÕ03S results. N Opt : optimal number, the number of speakers that gives the lowest DER (46 on RTÕ03S-Dev). N Est : estimated number of speakers (47 on RTÕ03S-Dev). N Real : real number of speakers (69 on RTÕ03S-Dev). 
